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The gamma factory is a proposal to back-scatter laser photons off a beam of partially-stripped ions at the
LHC, producing a beam of ∼10 MeV to 1 GeV photons with intensities of 1016 to 1018 s−1. This implies
∼1023 to 1025 photons on target per year, many orders of magnitude greater than existing accelerator light
sources and also far greater than all current and planned electron and proton fixed target experiments. We
determine the gamma factory’s discovery potential through “dark Compton scattering,” γe → eX, where X
is a new, weakly-interacting particle. For dark photons and other new gauge bosons with masses in the 1 to
100 MeV range, the gamma factory has the potential to discover extremely weakly-interacting particles
with just a few hours of data and will probe couplings as low as ∼10−9 with a year of running. The gamma
factory therefore may probe couplings lower than all other terrestrial experiments and is highly
complementary to astrophysical probes. We outline the requirements of an experiment to realize this
potential and determine the sensitivity reach for various experimental configurations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.104.055023

I. INTRODUCTION

The search for new light and weakly interacting particles
is currently an area of great interest [1,2]. If new particles
have masses in the MeV to GeV range, like most of the
known particles, they cannot be coupled to the known
particles with Oð1Þ couplings. However, loop-suppressed
interactions with Standard Model (SM) particles are
expected in theories with a dark sector [3], and the
requirement that such dark sectors contain dark matter
particles with the desired thermal relic density also moti-
vates such small couplings [4,5]. In fact, frameworks have
been identified in which the couplings are first generated by
anywhere from 1-loop to 6-loop interactions, resulting in
couplings in the broad range of ε ∼ 10−3 to 10−13 [6].
Clearly the existence of such particles is an open exper-
imental question, and novel searches for such particles
should be explored, particularly if they exploit existing
facilities (see, e.g., Refs. [7,8]).

The gamma factory (GF) is such an initiative, which
exploits the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [9–11]. In this
proposal, laser light with energy Elaser ∼ 10 eV is back-
scattered off partially stripped ions that are accelerated in
the LHC to Lorentz factors γ ∼ 200 to 3000. Using the
same principle that governs radar guns, the laser light is
Doppler shifted twice to energies

EGF ¼ Elaser

0
B@

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ v=c
1 − v=c

s 1
CA

2

≈ 4γ2Elaser ∼ 10 MeV–1 GeV: ð1Þ

These energies are well-matched to the MeV to GeV mass
range for new, weakly interacting particles. Just as remark-
able, the expected intensities of ΦGF ∼ 1016 to 1018 s−1 are
far greater than any other existing or proposed accelerator
light source, and the resulting number of GF photons per
year, NGF ∼ 1023 to 1025, is significantly greater than the
protons on target and electrons on target of all fixed target
experiments used to search for new MeV to GeV particles
to date. The GF, then, has the potential to explore models
with light, weakly interacting particles in regions of
parameter space inaccessible to other experiments.
In this paper, we determine the GF’s discovery potential

for a variety of new, weakly interacting particles X
produced through dark Compton scattering, γe → eX.
Dark Compton scattering has been considered previously
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for existing photon beam facilities, which have been shown
to provide new sensitivity in regions of parameter space
with relatively large couplings ε ∼ 10−5 to 10−3 [12]. Here
we focus on the GF’s potential and consider dark photons,
“anomaly-free” (B − L, Le − Lμ, Le − Lτ) gauge bosons,
dark Higgs bosons, and dark pseudoscalars. For the last two
cases, where couplings are Yukawa-suppressed, dark
Compton scattering is not promising; nuclear scattering
may be more sensitive, but we will not consider this here.
However, in all of the gauge boson cases, we find that dark
Compton scattering at the GF has significant discovery
prospects, probing regions of parameter space with masses
mX ∼ 1 to 100 MeVand couplings ε ∼ 10−9 to 10−4, where
the low-ε part of the range extends to values far lower than
all other terrestrial experiments. The GF is therefore
complementary to other ongoing and proposed experiments
that make use of the LHC to search for weakly interacting
particles [13–20], and our results provide a significant new
physics case for the GF, supplementing existing SM and
beyond the SM motivations [10,21–23].

II. A FIXED TARGET EXPERIMENT

The fixed target experiment we propose is simple,
compact, and not particularly remarkable; it is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. A GF photon beam collides with
a target material, producing new particles X through dark
Compton scattering γe → eX. The target is followed
immediately by a shield, a large block of matter that stops
all SM particles. The X particles are extremely weakly
interacting, however, and so they may pass through the
shield and then decay to eþe− pairs, which may be detected
in a particle detector. The detection of coincident eþ and e−

particles that point back to the target provides a striking
signal of the production of a new fundamental particle.
In this section, we discuss the SM background and the

required materials and thickness of the target and shield.
We also discuss, in general, the signal rate and its
dependence on the X production cross section and decay
width. In the following sections, we will consider specific
candidate X particles and determine the sensitivity reach for

each of these particles, as well as its dependence on the
length of the decay volume Ldecay and the transverse size of
the detector Ldet.
As discussed in Sec. I, the GF will produce a beam of

∼10 MeV–GeV photons at intensities that are many orders
of magnitude beyond current accelerator light sources.
Taking the photon intensity to be ΦGF ¼ 1017 s−1 [9,10]
at 200 MeV and assuming that the back-scattered photon
power is fixed by the radio frequency power [9] resulting in
the flux being inversely proportional to the photon energy
(see, for example, Eq. (10) of Ref. [24]), we consider three
sets of parameters:

Eγ ¼ 20MeV; ΦGF ¼ 1018 s−1; NGF ¼ 3×1025

Eγ ¼ 200MeV; ΦGF¼ 1017 s−1; NGF¼ 3×1024

Eγ ¼ 1.6GeV; ΦGF¼ 1016 s−1; NGF¼ 3×1023; ð2Þ

where the lowest photon energy is based on a longer laser
wavelength or lower ion energy, the highest photon energy
would be possible with the HE-LHC project [25,26], and,
in each case, NGF is simply the number of photons
produced in a full year at the corresponding intensity.
The photon energies of Eq. (2) are maximal energies, and
the energy distribution may be quite broad; see, e.g.,
Refs. [27,28]. In detail, however, the distribution depends
on the particular atomic transition being used [29]. To
highlight the dependence of our results on the new physics
scenarios being probed and minimize the dependence on
particular realizations of the GF, we will assume a mono-
energetic photon beam with the energies given in Eq. (2) in
determining sensitivity reaches. The actual sensitivities will
be degraded by the energy spread, but this effect will be
small away from threshold, and even for X masses near
threshold, the degradation will not greatly compromise the
discovery prospects of the GF. For example, if the effective
GF intensity is reduced by a factor of 10, given the strong ε4

dependence of the event rates (see Eq. (12)), the reach in ε
will only be reduced by a factor of 1.8. As we will see, even
with such a reduction, the GF’s sensitivity reaches extend

FIG. 1. Experiment layout. The experiment consists of a (graphite) target with thickness Ltarget ¼ 1 m, followed by a (lead) shield with
thickness Lshield ¼ 2 m, an open air decay region with length Ldecay, and a tracking detector, centered on the beam axis, which we take to
be a circular disk with diameter Ldet. The GF photon beam enters from the left and produces an X particle through dark Compton
scattering γe → eX. The X particle is produced with an angle θ relative to the GF beamline and decays to an eþe− pair, which is detected
in the tracking detector.
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far beyond existing constraints. Of course, once the GF is
precisely defined, the effect of beam energy spread should
be included in a more refined analysis.
These GF photons can then produce X particles through

dark Compton scattering in a target material with cross
section σX ≡ σðγe → eXÞ. This competes with the far
stronger SM processes, which, at these photon energies,
are dominated by pair production in the target’s nuclear
electromagnetic field, with a small component from SM
Compton scattering [30]. The probability of producing an
X particle is

Pprod ¼
ZσX
σSM

; ð3Þ

where Z is the number of electrons per target atom, and σSM
is the SM cross section per target atom. We neglect
secondary production of X particles from subsequent
processes. Our analysis is therefore conservative, but these
additional sources of X particles are unlikely to enhance
significantly the sensitivity reaches we derive.
Clearly the signal rate is optimized for target materials

with low σSM=Z. Since σSM is very roughly proportional to
Z2, this is minimized for low-Z materials. For H, Be, and C
and the photon energies of interest, the SM cross sections
are [31]

σHSM=Z¼ 36;19;20mb for Eγ ¼ 20;200;1600MeV ð4Þ

σBeSM=Z¼ 46;38;42mb for Eγ ¼ 20;200;1600MeV ð5Þ

σCSM=Z¼ 52;51;58mb for Eγ ¼ 20;200;1600MeV: ð6Þ

For the photons to interact in the target, the target thickness
should be a few mean free paths. At these photon energies,
the mean free path is approximately 10 m in liquid
hydrogen, 50 cm in beryllium, and 30 cm in graphite
[30,32]. To choose a concrete and practical example for the
rest of this analysis, we will assume a graphite target of
thickness Ltarget ¼ 1 m. As we will see, Ltarget ≪ Ldecay in
the parameter regions of greatest interest, and so for
simplicity, we assume that X particles are created with
the probability given in Eq. (3) with a production point
uniformly distributed within Ltarget.
For a background-free experiment, it is ideal, although

not necessarily required, for the shield to stop all particles
produced by the GF photon beam. A high-Z material is
best, and lead (Pb) is an obvious choice. The mean free
path in Pb for photons with energy Eγ ∼ 20–1600 MeV is
λ ∼ 1–2 cm [30]. Given an initial number of photons
N0, the number remaining after traversing a thickness
Lshield of Pb is therefore N ¼ N0e−Lshield=λ. Thus, even with
an initial number of photons N0 ¼ 1026, corresponding to
several years of GF running, the number of photons can be
reduced to negligible levels for a shield of thickness

Lshield ∼ 60λ ∼ 0.6–1.2 m. We therefore expect that a
2 m thick Pb shield will be sufficient to remove
the SM background.1 The approximate power of the
very high photon flux on the target will be
ð200MeVÞð1.6022×10−19 J=eVÞð1017 s−1Þ∼3MW. This
is comparable to the average beam power of 18 MW for the
250 GeV ILC beam dumps [33] and 5.3 MW for the
125 GeV ILC beam dumps [34]. In addition, the photon
beams are narrowly collimated and cannot be spread out
to reduce the energy density by magnets, as shown for
the photon-photon collider configuration of the ILC with
10–15 MW of power [35]. Therefore, detailed design of
cooling systems for the target will be required (see
Refs. [33,35]).
Finally, we must determine the decay volume length

Ldecay and detector size Ldet. As we will see, for all models
considered, in the region of parameter space that can be
probed for the first time at the GF, the X decay length
dX ¼ γXvXcτX is far greater than any reasonable Ldecay.
The probability of decay in the decay volume is therefore

Pdecay ¼ e−ðLtargetþLshieldÞ=dX −e−ðLtargetþLshieldþLdecayÞ=dX ≈
Ldecay

dX
:

ð7Þ

The number of signal events scales linearly with Ldecay, but
larger Ldecay requires a detector with larger Ldet to capture
the produced eþe− pairs. We will explore how the
sensitivity depends on Ldecay and Ldet in the following
sections, but as a preview of these results, we will find that
parameters Ldecay ∼ 10 m and Ldet ∼ 1 m will be sufficient
to probe large swaths of new parameter space.

III. DARK PHOTONS

We first consider the case where the new, weakly
interacting particle is the dark photon A0 [3,36,37]. The
dark photon’s properties are determined by two parameters,
its mass mA0 and its coupling ε (in units of e), which enter
the Lagrangian through

L ⊃
1

2
m2

A0A02 − εe
X
f

qff̄=A0f; ð8Þ

where qf is the SM electric charge of fermion f.
The cross section for dark Compton scattering γe → eA0

and the angular distribution of the produced dark photons
are shown in Fig. 2. (See the Appendix for further details.)
The cross section is maximal not far above threshold, then

1Depending on the GF setup, photon-nucleus scattering could
be a source of muon pair production. However, muons are
minimum-ionizing particles that should lose energy roughly as
∼2 MeV=cm. Hence, they are expected to stop in a few meters of
the shield here proposed.
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drops for increasing Eγ , but remains within an order of
magnitude of the maximum for all GF photon energies. The
angular distribution of the produced dark photons is also
highly peaked in the forward direction. This is clearly true
at threshold, since there is no excess energy to support
components of the A0 momentum transverse to the beam,
but we see that it is even true for light dark photons when
the beam energy is far above threshold, at least for the beam
energy shown.
Once produced, the dark photon dominantly decays to

pairs of SM particles, assuming mA0 > 2me. For
mA0 > 2mμ, decays to muons and a number of hadronic
states are possible, but, given the available GF energies of
Eq. (2), mA0 ≲ 40 MeV, and so only the decay channel
A0 → eþe− is open. We assume that there are no non-SM
decays. In this case, the dark photon decay width is

ΓA0 ¼ΓðA0→eþe−Þ

¼ ε2e2mA0

12π

�
1−

�
2me

mA0

�
2
�
1=2

�
1þ2m2

e

m2
A0

�
≈
ε2e2mA0

12π
; ð9Þ

where in the last expression, we have assumed mA0 ≫ me.
If the A0 is produced relativistically, with vA0 ≈ 1 and
γA0 ≡ EA0=mA0 ≫ 1, its decay length is

dA0 ¼ γA0vA0c
1

ΓA0

≈ 8.1 × 105 m

�
10−8

ε

�
2
�

EA0

100 MeV

��
10 MeV
mA0

�
2

: ð10Þ

We see that in the region of parameter space where the GF
will probe new parameter space, dA0 ≫ Ldecay, as antici-
pated in Eq. (7). The probability of decay within the decay

volume is very small, and this must be compensated by
producing an extraordinarily large number of dark photons.
To determine the sensitivity reach, for any parameters

ðmA0 ; εÞ, we simulate dark photon production by dark
Compton scattering, including the correct cos θ distribu-
tion. In particular, using a Monte Carlo approach, we
sample X particle momenta, weighted by the matrix
element of the production process. We then decay the dark
photon to eþe− pairs, according to the probability distri-
bution given in Eq. (7), with the approximation that the
decays are isotropic in the A0 rest frame. Practically, for a
given point in parameter space, i.e., for a fixed pair of X
mass and coupling, we randomly extract 105 values of cos θ
from the inverse of the cumulative distribution function:

Pðcos θÞ ¼
R
cos θ
− cos θ jMj2R

1
−1 jMj2

∈ ½0; 1�; ð11Þ

where jMj2 denotes the spin-averaged matrix element of
the dark Compton scattering process. From the distribution
of cos θ so obtained, we eventually derive the distribution
of the signal events, PðNSÞ. In particular, after checking
that the simulated e� pairs pass through the detector, we
can compute the mean of events hNSi. If hNSi ≥ 3 events,
we accept the chosen point in parameter space as one within
the GF sensitivity. In any other case, we discard it. A signal
event is indeed defined to be an event where both the eþ
and the e− pass through the tracking detector shown in
Fig. 1. The coincident detection of two oppositely charged
particles, each pointing back to the target, will be a striking
signal, and we will assume zero background. If the eþ and
e− energies can be measured, for example, by placing the
tracker in a strong magnetic field or adding a calorimeter,
the invariant mass of the eþe− pair can be determined,
providing a further kinematic constraint to differentiate
signal from background, as well as a measurement of the
A0 mass.

FIG. 2. Left: dark photon production cross section σðγe → eA0Þ as a function of incoming photon energy Eγ for mA0 ¼ 2; 10 MeV.
Right: lab frame angular differential distribution of dark photons A0 produced through dark Compton scattering, where θ is the angle
relative to the photon beam line (see Fig. 1), Eγ ¼ 200 MeV, and mA0 ¼ 2; 10 MeV.
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The sensitivity reach is shown in Fig. 3. These results may
be understood as follows: The sensitivity regions are
bounded at low mass by the requirement that the eþe−
decay is open (mA0 > 2me) and at high mass by the require-
ment that dark Compton scattering γe → eX is kinematically
accessible (mA0≲ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2meEγ

p
). The regions are further bounded

at large ε by the requirement that the dark photons travel
through the target and shield before decaying (dA0 ≳ 3 m),
and at small ε by the requirement that a sufficient number of
dark photons decay in the decay volume.
It is instructive to understand the bound at

small ε by estimating the number of signal events
in the limit of long decay lengths. We parametrize
σX∼ε2ð1mbÞð10MeV=mA0 Þ2, assume Eγ ¼ 200 MeV and
a typical dark photon energy EA0 ∼ 100 MeV, and let
Ldecay ¼ 12 m and Pdet ∼ 1 be the probability that a dark
photon that decays in the decay volume is captured in the
detector. The signal event rate is, then, roughly

NS ¼ NGFPprodPdecayPdet ∼ NGF
ZσX
σSM

Ldecay

dA0

∼ NGF
6ε21 mb
50 mb

�
10 MeV
mA0

�
2 12 m
6.5 × 105 m

�
ε

10−8

�
2

×

�
mA0

10 MeV

�
2

¼ 3
NGF

3 × 1024

�
ε

2.6 × 10−9

�
4

: ð12Þ

We see that, provided the beam energy is above threshold,
the number of events is approximately independent of mA0 ,
but is highly sensitive to ε. One also expects to probe ε as low
as 10−9, given the extraordinary number of GF photons on
target. All of these features are confirmed by the simulation
results shown in Fig. 3.
The GF probes new parameter space at low values of ε

between 10−9 and 10−7. Such low values are inaccessible to
all other terrestrial experiments investigated to date,
because the signal rate is suppressed by low production
rates and the long A0 decay length. At the GF, however, this
suppression is compensated by the extraordinary number of
photons on target. Such low values of ε are subject to
astrophysical constraints, for example, from supernova
cooling [54–60]. However, such constraints are dependent
on a number of astrophysical assumptions, which may
weaken the constraints or possibly even remove them
altogether; see, e.g., Ref. [61]. The GF therefore probes
a significant new region of parameter space that cannot be
probed by other particle experiments, and it is highly
complementary to astrophysical probes.
In the left panel of Fig. 4, we show signal event rate

contours for the GF parameters ðEγ; NGFÞ ¼ ð20 MeV; 3 ×
1025Þ (yellow) and ðEγ; NGFÞ ¼ ð200 MeV; 3 × 1024Þ
(orange). Given the strong ε dependence of Eq. (12), we
see that there are uncharted regions of parameter space
where as many as 3 × 104 dark photons could be produced
in a year. Assuming a background-free experiment, a dark
photon discovery could be achieved with just a few hours of
running. Alternatively, if there is background, one can see
that requiring, say, 10 or 100 signal events does not reduce
the sensitivity region much, given the dependence of the
signal rate on ε4.
In the right panel of Fig. 4, we show the dependence of

the sensitivity reach on the size of the detector Ldet. For
Ldecay ¼ 12 m, and Ldet ¼ 3 m, the detector is large
enough to catch all signal events, and so is effectively
infinite in size. For Ldet ¼ 1.5 m and 0.75 m, however,
events may be lost. This degrades the reach primarily at low
mA0 : for ðEγ; NGFÞ ¼ ð20 MeV; 3 × 1025Þ, the low mA0

coverage is degraded significantly for Ldet ¼ 1.5 m and
almost all coverage is lost for Ldet ¼ 0.75 m, while for
ðEγ; NGFÞ ¼ ð200 MeV; 3 × 1024Þ, the degradation is min-
imal for Ldet ¼ 1.5 m, but again becomes significant for
Ldet ¼ 0.75 m. This may be understood as follows: for low
masses, there is sufficient energy for the dark photon to be
produced with significant transverse momentum, and so
one or both of the eþ and e− particles produced escape
detection. On the other hand, for large mA0 near threshold,
the dark photons are produced in the direction of the photon
beam. When they decay, the eþe− pairs are produced with
some transverse momentum, but this is typically small
enough so that no events are lost. For example, for mA0 ¼
10 MeV and EA0 ∼ 100 MeV, the typical angle of the e�

FIG. 3. Dark photon sensitivity. The sensitivity reach for the
three sets of GF parameters ðEγ; NGFÞ indicated, each corre-
sponding to a year of running, and detector parameters Ldecay ¼
12 m and Ldet ¼ 3 m. The contours are for 3 eþe− signal events
and assume no background. The gray shaded regions are existing
bounds from the terrestrial experiments indicated [38–50] (for
further details, see also [51,52]), from ðg − 2Þe [53], and the
dashed gray line encloses the region probed by supernova
cooling, as determined in Ref. [54].
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relative to the beamline is mA0=ð2EA0 Þ ∼ 0.05, and
so these particles are detected in a detector with size
Ldet ∼ 0.1Ldecay.
Finally, in Fig. 5, we show the distribution of distances

between the eþ and e− when they pass through the detector
for several representative Eγ and dark photon parameters.
For mA0 ¼ 10 MeV, the separations are ∼10 cm–1 m; for
mA0 ¼ 2 MeV, the eþ and e− are more collimated, as
expected, and their separations are reduced to ∼1–10 cm.
Nevertheless, in all cases shown, the typical separations
are large compared to the position resolution of typical
trackers, and so the eþ and e− are easily distinguished
in a tracker. With 2 or more tracking layers, one can also
verify that the eþ and e− are coming from the direction
of the GF photon beam. Although we do not discuss a
detailed detector design here, such kinematic constraints
can be powerfully exploited to differentiate signal from
background.

IV. ANOMALY-FREE GAUGE BOSONS

The GF also has significant potential to discover other
light gauge bosons. We will consider the three cases of
gauge bosons that mediate the “anomaly-free” U(1) gauge
interactions B − L, Le − Lμ, and Le − Lτ.

2 These gauge
bosons are included through the additional Lagrangian
terms

L ⊃
1

2
m2

XX
2 − gXXμjXμ ; ð13Þ

where jXμ is the appropriate current.
We simulate the production of these anomaly-free gauge

bosons through dark Compton scattering γe → eX,
following the same procedure used for dark photons in
Sec. III. Unlike in the case of dark photons, in the anomaly-
free gauge boson cases, decays to neutrinos are open,
reducing the decay lengths, but otherwise the analysis is

FIG. 4. Left: Event rate contours for ðEγ; NGFÞ ¼ ð20 MeV; 3 × 1025Þ (yellow) and ðEγ; NGFÞ ¼ ð200 MeV; 3 × 1024Þ (orange),
Ldecay ¼ 12 m, and Ldet ¼ 3 m. Right: The sensitivity reach for ðEγ ; NGFÞ ¼ ð20 MeV; 3 × 1025Þ (yellow) and ðEγ ; NGFÞ ¼
ð200 MeV; 3 × 1024Þ (orange), Ldecay ¼ 12 m, and Ldet ¼ 0.75, 1.5, and 3 m. The contours are for 3 eþe− signal events and assume
no background. The gray shaded regions and dashed gray line indicate existing constraints from terrestrial experiments and supernovae,
respectively, as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Separation between eþ and e− in signal events.
For Eγ and the dark photon parameters ðmA0 ; εÞ indicated,
Ldecay ¼ 12 m, and Ldet ¼ 3 m, we show the distribution of
distances between the eþ and e− when they pass through the
detector.

2We do not consider Lμ − Lτ gauge bosons, because their
coupling to electrons is generated only at loop-level, and so the
GF does not provide a sensitive probe.
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very similar.3 In the parameter space of greatest interest, the
results for Le − Lμ and Le − Lτ bosons are identical. The
sensitivity reaches for the B − L and Le − Lμ;τ cases are
shown in Fig. 6.
As in the case of dark photons, the GF is able to probe

new parameter space for couplings gX that are far below the
reach of all other terrestrial experiments, and the GF’s
sensitivity is complementary to supernovae probes.

V. DARK HIGGS BOSONS AND PSEUDOSCALARS

For completeness, we consider two spin-0 dark mediator
particles (see, e.g., Refs. [62,63]): the dark Higgs boson ϕ,
with Lagrangian terms

L ⊃ −m2
ϕϕ

2 − sin α
X
f

mf

v
ϕf̄f; ð14Þ

and the dark pseudoscalar a, with Lagrangian terms

L ⊃ −m2
aa2 þ igYa

X
f

mf

2v
f̄γ5f; ð15Þ

where v ≃ 246 GeV is the SM Higgs vacuum expect-
ation value.

FIG. 6. Sensitivity for anomaly-free gauge bosons. The sensitivity reaches for B − L (left) and Le − Lμ;τ (right) gauge bosons are
shown for the three sets of GF parameters ðEγ; NGFÞ indicated and detector parameters Ldecay ¼ 12 m and Ldet ¼ 3 m. The contours are
for 3 eþe− signal events and assume no background. The gray shaded regions and dashed gray line indicate existing constraints from
terrestrial experiments and supernovae, respectively, as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 7. Production cross sections for dark Higgs bosons (left) and dark pseudoscalars (right) as a function of Eγ formA0 ¼ 2; 10 MeV.

3In determining the sensitivity to anomaly-free gauge bosons,
we take into account the smaller branching fraction of X into e�
due to additional decay modes in (massless) neutrinos. (The
branching fraction into e� is roughly 2=5 for the case of B − L
and 1=2 for Le − LμðτÞ.) Given the scaling of the signal with the
fourth power of the coupling of X, the impact of this reduced
branching fraction in the estimated sensitivity of Fig. 6 is almost
imperceptible.
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The dark Compton scattering production cross sections
of spin-0 bosons is detailed in the Appendix. The cross
sections are shown in Fig. 7. As in the spin-1 cases, the
cross sections peak near threshold and then drop as Eγ

increases, but for all GF energies, the cross sections remain
within roughly an order of magnitude of their maximum
values.
In Fig. 8, we show the GF sensitivity to these two spin-0

candidates. Unfortunately, the couplings of both spin-0
candidates considered here are Yukawa-suppressed. This
implies that the dark mediator’s decays to electrons are
extremely suppressed and the decay length is extremely
long, which suppresses the rate. Competing constraints,
many of which use processes where the dark mediator
interacts with a 2nd or 3rd generation particle and so is not
as Yukawa-suppressed, are typically stronger, and the GF
with one year of running does not probe new parameter
space in these models.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed GF will be able to provide 1023 to 1025

photons on target per year, a remarkable leap in light source
intensity. By exploiting the LHC’s ability to accelerate
partially stripped ions to Lorentz factors of γ ∼ 200–3000,
∼10 eV photons can be back-scattered to 10 MeV to GeV
energies, sufficient to search for new particles with masses
in the 1–100 MeV mass range.
In this paper, we have investigated for the first time the

potential of the GF to discover new particles through dark
Compton scattering, γe → eX, where X is a dark photon,
anomaly-free gauge boson, dark Higgs boson, or dark
pseudoscalar. In the cases of the spin-1 gauge bosons, we
have found that the extraordinary intensities of the GF
allow it to probe couplings as low as ε ∼ 10−9, over an order
of magnitude lower than existing bounds from terrestrial

experiments. The ε4 dependence of the signal event rate
implies that as many as 104 new gauge bosons may be
produced in a year at the GF, or, in other words, the GF may
start probing new models with just a few hours of running.
The region of parameter space with ε ∼ 10−9 can be probed
by bounds from supernova cooling [54–60], but such
constraints depend on astrophysical assumptions that have
been argued to weaken or possibly even remove them
altogether [61]. The GF therefore provides a highly
complementary probe.
The fixed target experiment proposed here is shown in

Fig. 1. It consists of a low-Z target to enhance the new
physics event rate, followed by a high-Z shield to eliminate
SM background, followed by ∼10 m-long decay volume
and a tracking detector with a cross sectional area of
∼1–10 m2. We have assumed that the detection of coinci-
dent eþ and e− particles that point back toward the GF
photon beam, with an invariant mass equal to the X boson’s
mass, will provide a spectacular and essentially back-
ground-free signal.
For the spin-0 candidates, with Yukawa-suppressed

couplings to SM fermions, we have found poor discovery
prospects, since the signal rates are highly suppressed by the
GF’s dependence on X couplings to electrons. For such
models, GF photons scattering off not electrons, but nucle-
ons and nuclei may provide significantly improved pros-
pects. Finally, we have considered only a small sample of the
many possible new light, weakly interacting particles.
Axion-like particles have recently been considered [65],
and evaluations of the GF’s sensitivity reaches for other
particles, such as sterile neutrinos,may also be enlightening.
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APPENDIX: PRODUCTION CROSS SECTION
CALCULATIONS

In this Appendix, we derive the production cross sections
entering the analysis. The diagrams contributing to the
“dark Compton scattering” processes γe → eX, where X is
a vector A0, a scalar ϕ, or a pseudoscalar a, are shown
in Fig. 9.

Following the momentum assignments of Fig. 9, the
amplitude for the vector boson case is

MA0 ¼ −gXeūðp0Þ
�
=ϵ�k0 ð=pþ =kþmeÞ=ϵk

s −m2
e

þ =ϵkð=p − =k0 þmeÞ=ϵ�k0
u −m2

e

�
uðpÞ; ðA1Þ

where, for dark photons, B − L gauge bosons, and Le − Lμ;τ gauge bosons, the coupling gX is εe, gB−L, and gLe−Lμ;τ
,

respectively. The spin-averaged amplitude squared is

jMA0 j2 ¼ g2Xe
2

�
4ðm2

X þ 2m2
eÞm2

e

�
1

s −m2
e
þ 1

u −m2
e

�
2

þ 4ðm2
X þ 2m2

eÞ
�

1

s −m2
e
þ 1

u −m2
e

�

− 2

�
s −m2

e

u −m2
e
þ u −m2

e

s −m2
e

�
− 4ðm2

X þ 2m2
eÞ

m2
X

ðs −m2
eÞðu −m2

eÞ
�
: ðA2Þ

The amplitude squared has also been derived in Ref. [12], and the above expression matches a similar expression found in
Ref. [66], once one accounts for the different metric used. On integrating the differential cross section in the CM frame,

dσCMA0

d cos θ�
¼ 1

32πs
λ

ðs −m2
eÞ
jMA0 j2; ðA3Þ

over the entire range of the angle θ� between the incoming photon and the vector boson, one finds that the total cross section
in the CM frame is

σCMA0 ðsÞ ¼ g2Xe
2

16π

�
λ

�
8
ðm2

X þ 2m2
eÞ

ðs −m2
eÞ3

þ ðsþm2
e −m2

XÞ
s2ðs −m2

eÞ
�

þ 2

�
1

ðs −m2
eÞ

− 2
ðm2

X þ 2m2
eÞðsþm2

e −m2
XÞ

ðs −m2
eÞ3

�
ln

				 sþm2
e −m2

X þ λ

sþm2
e −m2

X − λ

				
�
; ðA4Þ

where

λ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s2 þm4

X þm4
e − 2sm2

X − 2sm2
e − 2m2

Xm
2
e

q
: ðA5Þ

In the lab frame, where the photon is scattered off a static
electron, the differential cross section can be obtained
from the expression of Eq. (A3) by applying a Lorentz
boost along the opposite direction to the incoming electron
in the CM frame to bring it to rest. Therefore, in the lab
frame, the differential cross section for vector boson
production will be

dσlabA0

d cos θ
¼ dσCMA0

d cos θ�
d cos θ�

d cos θ
;

using cos θ� ¼ γðcos θ − β=βA0 Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sin2θ þ γ2ðcos θ − β=βA0 Þ2

p ; ðA6Þ

where β and βA0 are, respectively, the velocity of
the lab frame with respect to the CM frame and the
velocity of the scattered vector boson along the direction
of its scattering angle θ in the lab frame. As
usual, γ ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − β2

p
.

FIG. 9. Feynman diagrams contributing to the dark Compton
scattering process γe → eX.
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In principle, the total cross section in the lab frame can be
derived by integrating the above differential cross section
over the entire range of the scattering angle θ. However, for
a massive vector boson, the integration can be nontrivial.
On the other hand, since the total cross section is boost-
invariant, we can safely bypass the intricacies of such
integration by simply substituting

s ¼ ðpþ kÞ2 ¼ m2
e þ 2meEγ ðA7Þ

λðEγÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2meEγ −m2

XÞ2 − 4m2
Xm

2
e

q
ðA8Þ

in Eq. (A4) to find that the total cross section in the lab
frame is

σlabA0 ðEγÞ ¼
g2Xe

2

16π

�
λðEγÞ

�ðm2
X þ 2m2

eÞ
m3

eE3
γ

þ ð2meEγ þ 2m2
e −m2

XÞ
2meEγð2meEγ þm2

eÞ2
�

þ
�

1

meEγ
−
ðm2

X þ 2m2
eÞð2meEγ þ 2m2

e −m2
XÞ

2m3
eE3

γ

�
ln

				 2meEγ þ 2m2
e −m2

X þ λðEγÞ
2meEγ þ 2m2

e −m2
X − λðEγÞ

				
�
; ðA9Þ

where Eγ is the energy of the incident photon. From Eq. (A7), we can also find that the threshold photon energy for X
production is

Eth
γ ¼ mX þ m2

X

2me
: ðA10Þ

In a similar way as above, we can derive the corresponding expressions for the dark Higgs boson and dark pseudoscalar
cases. The corresponding amplitudes are

Mϕ ¼ −gXeūðp0Þ
�ð=pþ =kþmeÞ=ϵk

s −m2
e

þ =ϵkð=p − =k0 þmeÞ
u −m2

e

�
uðpÞ; ðA11Þ

Ma ¼ −gXeūðp0Þ
�
γ5ð=pþ =kþmeÞ=ϵk

s −m2
e

þ =ϵkð=p − =k0 þmeÞγ5
u −m2

e

�
uðpÞ; ðA12Þ

where, for dark Higgs bosons and dark pseudoscalars, the coupling gX is sin αme=v and gYme=ð2vÞ, respectively.
The spin-averaged matrix elements squared are the same as in Refs. [66,67] (with the appropriate choice of metric):

jMϕj2 ¼ g2Xe
2

�
2ðm2

X − 4m2
eÞm2

e

�
1

s −m2
e
þ 1

u −m2
e

�
2

þ 2ðm2
X − 4m2

eÞ
�

1

s −m2
e
þ 1

u −m2
e

�

−
�
2þ s −m2

e

u −m2
e
þ u −m2

e

s −m2
e

�
− 2ðm2

X − 4m2
eÞ

m2
X

ðs −m2
eÞðu −m2

eÞ
�
; ðA13Þ

jMaj2 ¼ g2Xe
2

�
2m2

Xm
2
e

�
1

s −m2
e
þ 1

u −m2
e

�
2

þ 2m2
X

�
1

s −m2
e
þ 1

u −m2
e

�

−
�
2þ s −m2

e

u −m2
e
þ u −m2

e

s −m2
e

�
−

2m4
X

ðs −m2
eÞðu −m2

eÞ
�
: ðA14Þ

The resulting expressions for the total cross sections in the CM frame are

σCMϕ ðsÞ ¼ g2Xe
2

16π

�
λ

�
4
ðm2

X − 4m2
eÞ

ðs −m2
eÞ3

þ ðm2
e − 3s −m2

XÞ
2s2ðs −m2

eÞ
�

þ
�

1

ðs −m2
eÞ

− 2
ðm2

X − 4m2
eÞðsþm2

e −m2
XÞ

ðs −m2
eÞ3

�
ln

				 sþm2
e −m2

X þ λ

sþm2
e −m2

X − λ

				
�
; ðA15Þ

σCMa ðsÞ ¼ g2Xe
2

16π

�
λ

�
4

m2
X

ðs −m2
eÞ3

þ ðm2
e − 3s −m2

XÞ
2s2ðs −m2

eÞ
�

þ
�

1

ðs −m2
eÞ

− 2
m2

Xðsþm2
e −m2

XÞ
ðs −m2

eÞ3
�
ln

				 sþm2
e −m2

X þ λ

sþm2
e −m2

X − λ

				
�
: ðA16Þ
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Finally, the expressions for the total cross sections in the lab frame are

σlabϕ ðEγÞ ¼
g2Xe

2

16π

�
λðEγÞ

�ðm2
X − 4m2

eÞ
2m3

eE3
γ

−
ð6meEγ þ 2m2

e þm2
XÞ

4meEγð2meEγ þm2
eÞ2

�

þ
�

1

2meEγ
−
ðm2

X − 4m2
eÞð2meEγ þ 2m2

e −m2
XÞ

4m3
eE3

γ

�
ln

				 2meEγ þ 2m2
e −m2

X þ λðEγÞ
2meEγ þ 2m2

e −m2
X − λðEγÞ

				
�
; ðA17Þ

σlaba ðEγÞ ¼
g2Xe

2

16π

�
λðEγÞ

�
m2

X

2m3
eE3

γ
−
ð6meEγ þ 2m2

e þm2
XÞ

4meEγð2meEγ þm2
eÞ2

�

þ
�

1

2meEγ
−
m2

Xð2meEγ þ 2m2
e −m2

XÞ
4m3

eE3
γ

�
ln

				 2meEγ þ 2m2
e −m2

X þ λðEγÞ
2meEγ þ 2m2

e −m2
X − λðEγÞ

				
�
: ðA18Þ
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